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Nowadays, CNC machining centres are in demand in manufacturing industry, but at the same time 

they are expensive and there is a necessity to train operators beforehand as it is quite risky to let an 

amateur new operator works with such expensive machinery and training on real machines has a risk 

of damaging the equipment as well. In order to solve this problem, one good solution can be to train 

the new CNC operators using Virtual Reality.  During this project, based on a real industrial platform, 

a CNC machine simulator was designed in Unity 3d environment which can be used for multiple 

purposes, not only for training, but also for planning, machine development and advertisement. 

  

The CNC machine under investigation in this research is a Pama Speedram 1000 HP situated in the 

factory of a Finnish company called Jotex Factory Oy in Lappeenranta – Finland. Structure and 

working features of this CNC machine were studied and a 3d model of the machine has been built. 

In next step an interactive model of the machine which is compatible with special type of VR glasses 

has developed. Furthermore, this VR is a state of the art because of its special function – eye-tracking, 

which has more benefits over analogue environments. Two types of eye tracking systems were used 

and compared: HTC Vive Pro Eye and Pupil headset in terms of application.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Virtual reality (VR) is the technology which allows the user to immerge into an artificial 

world and to act with the help of special sensors which are connected to the user’s 

movements with visual and audio effects. Virtual reality is a new generation of user interface, 

which is used to work with three-dimensional information. When the user is using VR, 

visual, tactile, and auditory feelings are produced by the computer. The main features of VR 

are simulation in real time, imitation of the environment with high realism, and the 

possibility to act on the environment with the feedback.  

 

In today’s world, virtual reality is being gradually introduced into the industrial field and it 

is capable of solving many problems. For example, VR simulators are created for training 

complex industrial unit operators. There are some features which make the use of VR more 

profitable than training on real industrial equipment: 

• Most of the equipment is high in cost and hazardous for humans and when the 

machine is controlled by an inexperienced worker, there is always a risk of damaging 

expensive equipment or the occurrence of an accident.   

• For effective training, there must be always a supervisor which needs to be paid and 

as a rule, they are workers from the same plant who, instead of doing their work, 

have to spend time to train the beginners. On the contrary, the VR can be 

accompanied with series of necessary guided comments, which would not just be 

long boring instruction, but they would come with visuals which makes them highly 

effective and entertaining at the same time. So, having a full-time supervisor for VR 

based training is not needed.  

• With VR you can be trained wherever you are, even from home. There is no need for 

special teaching centres or to be present on a real plant.  

 

The only drawback of the technology is that it is still not a reality and it cannot simulate the 

feedback completely, but in the future, VR apps will become more and more realistic so the 

user will never distinguish it from reality. But nowadays the only problem which we face on 

the way to success with it is the underdevelopment of physical equipment, because from the 

program point of view, it is already very realistic.   
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However, VR systems can be used not only for training, also, there are some features which 

are available inside of VR but not in the real world. For example, the HTC Vive Pro Eye is 

equipped with eye tracking technology which allows the Vive to see at which objects the 

user is looking and to highlight them. There is VR technology which can measure distances 

just with a look which is impossible in reality. Also, we can implement game development 

theory, create different scenarios, and teach even experienced workers how to behave in 

dangerous situation, but this requires harder programming and work from a group of people.  

 

In this project, a hydrostatic floor type CNC boring and milling machine was developed for 

Jotex Works Oy. As this type of equipment has a high price and big need in training 

operators, there is a necessity of building such systems. This way, the training becomes more 

profitable and has lower costs. The main feature of this developed platform is eye tracking 

technology which is operated in VR. Furthermore, we have compared the application of such 

technology in VR and because they have their own benefits depending on it.  

 

The project consisted of several steps as:  

- Theoretical research about eye tracking and its application in VR 

- Visiting Jotex Works Oy – to learn how the CNC machining centre works¨ 

- Eye tracking experiment with operator of the CNC machine 

- Development 3D CNC machine model 

- Creation of virtual reality application 

- Eye tracking data analysing.  

 

The aim of this study is to determine the main application of eye tracking systems and 

understand which benefits it can give to industry. 

 

1.1 Literature review  

Eye tracking is a next step in virtual reality development. VR technology was being 

developed mostly as a part of the gaming industry. Trying to make movies and games more 

attractive and interesting to the consumer, companies have been making their headsets more 

complex year after year, solving different problems, and making the image closer to reality. 

The main problem that accompanied the evolution of such platforms has always been the 
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high price and that is why most of the early projects resulted in failure and never found a 

demand. Then, for a long time, a critical problem was changed to a latency problem, which 

exists even now, although the devices have become more advanced.  At the same time, new 

technology started to be embedded in VR headsets such as Eye tracking. 

 

 Experts claim that Eye tracking is the next step in virtual reality development. Nowadays, 

VR devices with embedded eye tracking systems found their applications in research and 

interacting inside of virtual reality. But this collaboration is still new, and, in the future, this 

list will be extended. However, eye tracking makes virtual reality better than even reality 

itself, adding more possibilities to the virtual world. The main objective until now for VR 

developers has been to make the user’s feelings inside a VR game as close to reality as 

possible to force user to forget that they are actually inside VR and not in the real world.  

 

But if earlier virtual reality was always associated with the gaming industry, nowadays it 

finds several applications among enterprises and industry. VR technology can solve many 

problems which appear during production and make the business more profitable and safer. 

Furthermore, eye tracking and VR is a part of a new generation Industry 4.0. 

 

The next chapter is devoted to VR evolution starting from primitive stereoscopes to modern 

powerful headsets such as Oculus and HTC Pro Vive embedded with eye-tracking 

technology.  

 

1.1.1  Virtual Reality history. 

The term Virtual Reality is older than we might expect because every person started to get 

familiar with it just 5 years ago. The word virtual reality first was mentioned by Antonin 

Artaud in his composition «The Theatre and its Double» in 1938. (Artaud, p. 49). 

 

Although Antonin Artaud did not describe VR as we understand it now, which means the 

relation between actors and reality, there are several common features between the modern 

and the old meaning of the word. For example, he mentioned some methods which were 

used to excite viewers with the feeling of reality, which is why we need to understand the 

environment, including lighting, mechanics, and colours, in order to simulate it and to excite 

the user with this feeling in virtual reality. (Artaud, pp. 49-50) 
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As far as virtual reality is concerned, the first such device was created in 1929 and its name 

is Link Trainer (Link Trainer, 2020), which is in picture 1. It was used for the training of 

pilots with help of motors and it simulated all the scenarios which can happen with the pilot. 

This device was able to reproduce different weather conditions and, in this way, could teach 

the pilot how to fly safely.  

 

Figure 1.  Link trainer, 1943. (Link Trainer, 2020) 

 

Later, stereoscope, shown in picture 2, was introduced in 1939 by the company Sawyer’s. 

This device consists of two panels so as the light goes through them, the pictures would be 

illuminated for both eyes, in their turn are directed to a light source. The idea is by showing 

separated pictures for both eyes, 3D pictures form. By rotating the reel, the pictures change 

for the viewer. (The View-Master Stereoscope, 2020) 

 

 

Figure 2.  View-Master stereoscope. (The View-Master Stereoscope, 2020) 
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This is very similar to the modern Google Cardboard; with them you can be somewhere 

where you cannot be in real life.  

 

However, Sensorama often is considered as the beginning of VR. It is a device which applies 

the multisensory immersion technology, which created the first simulator in the world. It 

was created in 1957 and patented in 1962 by American cinematographer Morton Heilig 

(United States Patent No. 3,050,870, 1962). He made movies and tried to create a feeling 

that the person watching is inside of it.  

 

Shown in picture 3 is the device created by him, which was a big apparatus which looks like 

gaming machines in the 80s and allowed users to immerge themselves into virtual reality 

and ride a bicycle for example. The feeling of presence was achieved by affecting all human 

senses at the same time: while the monitor showed the movie directly in front of the user’s 

face, the seat was vibrating, crowded street sounds played, and even the smells appeared. 

(Morton Helig: the father of virtual reality, 2020) 

 

 

Figure 3. Sensorama device. (Morton Helig: the father of virtual reality, 2020) 

 

The project of Sensorama was not successful, investors did not want to fund it because of 

high risks, and it did not go further. (Science, Spring 2000) 

 

Soon after Sensorama, Morton Heilig started to work on the Telesphere Mask – the first head 

mounted device patented in 1960 (in figure 4). This device was used for watching movies 
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and was able to create stereoscopic 3D effects but in comparison with the modern VR 

headsets, the head motion was not considered. (History of Virtual Reality, 2020) 

 

 

Figure 4. Telesphere mask (History of Virtual Reality, 2020) 

 

In one year, engineers from Philco Corporation developed motion tracking; this head 

mounted device was called Headsight. The system consisted of magnetic sensors which 

tracked the head movement, the headset with displays, and cameras. The device was created 

for remote research, for instance, Mars. (Murray, 2020, p. 28)  

 

In 1985 NASA developed the Virtual Environment Display System which is a headset that 

looks like a modern one. It was equipped with an LCD-display, LEDs, and was able to track 

a head position. (Fisher, 1987, p. 78) 

 

In the 1980s, VR arcade machines with a headset and controllers were created. However, the 

price was still not affordable until the 1990s. (Murray, 2020, p. 28) 

 

But anyway, most of the devices and the term VR were not like what we imagine it today. 

The price has decreased significantly. Thanks to solutions with smartphone applications, this 
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system is capable of tracking head movements, is more affordable, and the graphics 

nowadays are much better than 30 years ago. But advanced VR systems such as the Oculus 

rift or HTC Vive are still hardly available for the home market. 

 

Later, new projects in the field of VR became more oriented towards the ordinary consumer. 

That stage started from SegaVR. The development was started in 1991 but was not 

successful. The problems remained the same — head tracking and stabilization. Unlike the 

newest VR devices which implement external cameras for these purposes, headsets of that 

time had to use cheap sensors to be affordable, otherwise the purchases of the device would 

fail. Then to solve that problem, Sega contacted the electronics company, Ono-Senday, that 

had the patented technology which had a chance to make VR headsets have a low cost. (The 

Story of Sega VR: Sega's Failed Virtual Reality Headset, 2020) 

 

The head tracking novel from Ono-Senday consisted of an azimuthal sensor which compares 

the orientation of the sensor with Earth’s magnetic field, and from the difference, the 

azimuthal angle can be calculated. The principle is shown in picture 5. A magnetometer (4) 

consists of a core (5) and a coil (6) which produces a magnetic field. Close to the core (6), 

detection coils (7 and 3) are located with an angle of 90° to each other. After charging the 

coil (5) to the saturation point, the coils (7 and 3) can detect Earth’s magnetic field (9). From 

signals P1 and P2, we can conclude the sensor’s orientation with respect to the local magnetic 

field (8). (United States Patent No. 5,526,022, 1996)  

 

Figure 5. Azimuthal orientation sensor block circuit diagram (United States Patent No. 

5,526,022, 1996). 
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Even though the solution was found, the engineers faced several obstacles designing it and 

they caused nausea and headaches while playing video games. Because of this, SegaVR did 

not further develop this.  

  

Nintendo Virtual Boy is the first playing console created by Nintendo company in 1995 that 

was able to display three-dimensional graphics. (Kent, 2001, p. 513) Unlike other similar 

platforms which used projection on a flat screen, Nintendo was using the parallax effect, and 

in this way, the image became more accurate. Even though the system had had the potential 

with a high resolution, the LED matrix did not have such a resolution, and instead, the 

display contained two rulers which moved with a high speed. This caused noise and 

vibrations. This measure was chosen because the full screen would cause an increase in the 

headset size and the price. Also, for economic purposes, in the Nintendo Virtual Boy, 

monochrome displays based on red colour LEDs were implemented because of their cheap 

price, low energy consumption, and strong colour gradient. (Kent, 2001, pp. 513-514) 

 

During the development of Nintendo, there were attempts to implement LCD displays, but 

subsequently, instead of a stereoscopic effect, they got a double image. Also, the virtual boy 

was equipped with a controller which allows movement in three dimensions. (Kent, 2001, 

p. 514) 

 

In 1995, VR VFX1 for home was created by Forte Technology, costing approximately 700 

USD and could play video games such as Quake and Doom for a PC (Murray, 2020, pp. 29-

30). This headset was equipped with the headphones and microphone. This device already 

looked like something that we call a VR headset, but again, it was not successful, although 

it had good quality and was multi-functional. But the reason for its failure could also be that 

this powerful equipment also requires a powerful and expensive PC, which is a problem that 

is critical even now. (Murray, 2020, p. 30) 

 

Generally, it can be noticed that the VR business was not so successful and always was 

struggling to find funding because of several obstacles, with one more problem being added 

to an existing one. To high price and, as a result, to inaccessibility for mass market, necessity 

in a powerful and expensive PC was added. It can be concluded that if investors had seen 
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the potential in VR, we would have obtained by now more advanced headsets than we have 

now. 

 

Due to the beforementioned obstacles, from table 1 it can be seen that there was a long brake 

from the VFX1 to the Oculus Rift CV1. Although there were some attempts in 2012 and 

2014 by the Oculus company, that version was not available for the mass market.  

 

The new generation for mass production was started from the Oculus Rift CV 1 (Murray, 

2020, pp. 31-32). From table 1, the resolution was six times higher than the previous 

analogue, the frequency changed from 60 Hz to 90 Hz, the gyroscope and motion controller 

were added, and the weight has been decreased.  

 

Nowadays the most affordable device is the Google cardboard. With help of it, it is possible 

to experience virtual reality with the lowest price, while the most expensive is Varjo VR 2 

Pro as seen from table 1. Varjo VR 2 Pro has the most various functions, which are used for 

pilot training, car manufacturing, construction companies for planning and design, and 

medical research. Instead of one AMOLED displays which is in HTC Vive Pro Eye, the 

Oculus Varjo VR 2 Pro can be equipped with 1 peripheral display with a resolution of 

1440x1600 or, in front of each eye, 1 Micro OLED display with a resolution 1920×1080.  
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Table 1. Comparison of different types of technical characteristics depending on a headset 

generation. 

 Year Resolution Frequency  

[Hz]  

Price 

[USD] 

Display Weight  

[g] 

Virtual 

Boy 

1996 384×224 50,2 180 LED 750 

VFX1 1995 263×230 60 700 LED 700 

Oculus 

Rift CV 

1 

2016 1080×1200 90 600 OLED 470 

HTC 

Vive Pro 

Eye (this 

project) 

2018 1080×1200 90 679 AMOLED 470 

Varjo 

VR 2 Pro 

2019 1440×1600 for 

the AMOLED 

display and 

1920×1080 

for two micro 

OLED display for 

each eye  

90 5995 AMOLED 605 

 

To estimate the quality of an image of a headset PPD (pixel per degree) is used while PPI 

(pixel per inch) is used in monitors and smartphones. To know the PPD value is difficult 

because it is unique for every person, which is why manufacturers use the maximum value 

of PPD. PPD value can be calculated as (How to design high-resolution retinal limited 

displays in an AR HUD, 2020):  

 𝑃𝑃𝐷 =
𝜔𝑃

𝜃𝐹𝑂𝑉
 (1) 
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In equation 1 the 𝜔𝑃 is horizontal resolution, 𝜃𝐹𝑂𝑉 is a view angle (How to design high-

resolution retinal limited displays in an AR HUD, 2020). How to determine this value 

numerically is shown in picture 6.  

 

 

Figure 6. The pixel per degree definition (How to design high-resolution retinal limited 

displays in an AR HUD, 2020) 

 

For the HTC Vive Pro, this value will be 13-18 depending on the model, and for the Varjo 

VR 2 Pro, this value for the peripheral display will be the same because of the same angle 

of 87° and resolution. But in the middle part where one micro OLED display overlaps 

another, a value of 60 PPD is achieved for Varjo VR 2 Pro (Varjo VR-2 Pro, 2020), 

nowadays it is the highest in the world among all headsets, which means you cannot see 

individual pixels at all.  This is the exact reason why companies are ready to pay these big 

prices (in table 1). This is crucial, and the problem appeared while designing a CNC machine 

simulator as the font on the control panel is barely visible. For such serious fields such as 

pilot training, car manufacturing, construction companies, and medical research, it is 

needless to say how important it is to be able to see small parts distinctively.  

 

But there is another peculiarity which bound HTC Vive Pro Eye and Varjo VR 2 Pro. It is 

the embedded eye tracking function, but thanks to this function, in Varjo, there is no need to 

adjust the interpillar distance. This cannot be said about the HTC Vive Pro Eye, there is need 

to stand in front of a mirror and estimate your IPD, which makes the hand setting not only 

inconvenient but also not enough accurate. In Varjo VR 2 Pro, in order to adjust the IPD, a 

person needs to simply wear a headset and the cameras determine the pupil location and the 

mechanism adjusts the lenses to  the IDP that is equal to your own, and unlike HTC Vive 

Pro Eye the value will be accurate to a tenth of millimetres. (Varjo VR-2 Pro, 2020)  
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In addition to this, eye tracking is used for the piloting exam, so the instructor can see where 

the pilot is looking at specific moments and whether he checked all devices. It is also possible 

to complete human behaviour research by combining a pulse tracker and an eye tracking to 

understand what reaction is stimulated by this or that product when the user looks at it for 

the first time. 

 

Varjo VR 2 Pro, in comparison with HTC Vive Pro Eye, uses Ultra Lip, which tracks your 

own hands, instead of controllers. In this way, you do not even need controllers to interact 

with the environment which also cannot be said about HTC analogue. Varjo can use 

controllers from different manufacturers of VR headsets, but in most cases, do not even need 

them. From my point of view, for such purposes as training operators, it is better to use your 

own hands than controllers. Moreover, they were made mostly for video games. (Varjo VR-

2 Pro, 2020) 

 

The main challenge among VR headsets remains the same - to make the image as realistic 

as possible. However, because of the next problems, it is still on the agenda. The first is the 

Screen Door Effect, which is an effect that when wearing the VR headset, the distance 

between pixels are visible the same effect when you are looking through a net. Still, there 

are some difficulties to make pixels small enough not to be noticed by users. (United States 

Patent No. US 2018/0038996 A1, 2018) 

 

The next is the Mura effect, which is shown in figure 7, was mentioned before. For several 

reasons, it is difficult to make all pixels the same colour. However, at the same time this 

effect is more or less crucial depending on the display technology. For example, for OLED, 

the problems are more significant and require more calibration than for LCD displays, but 

nowadays, as all VR headsets are based on LED technology, it should be taken into 

consideration. (Understanding the Difference Between ‘Screen Door Effect’, ‘Mura’, & 

‘Aliasing’, 2020). 

 

However, for the Mura effect correction, while producing the picture, every display is taken 

and with the special program, Mura correction is carried out on every PC in order to get rid 

of blur. 
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Figure 7. Mura effect (Understanding the Difference Between ‘Screen Door Effect’, ‘Mura’, 

& ‘Aliasing’, 2020)  

 

As the pixel has a square form it is easy to display vertical and horizontal lines, but the main 

problem is to display diagonal and this images that shows the real form of the pixel.  

 

To summarize all beforementioned, it can be concluded, that during VR evolution, headsets 

have already solved the problem of latency almost completely with the introduction of the 

Oculus to the market in 2012, which did not cause nausea nor headaches anymore. With the 

introduction of eye tracking, there is no need to the adjust interpupillary distance anymore. 

The problems of the Mura effect and the Screen Door effect are still questionable, but the 

Varjo VR 2 Pro, which almost solved the problems, assure that all these solutions will be 

implemented in systems for mass market such as the HTC Vive Pro and the Oculus, in the 

near future. But for now, this system is available only for businesses and big enterprises, 

although they really need them, although the regular user can also finish the Half-Life Alyx 

video game on HTC Vive Pro.   

 

1.2 Eye tracking, application of it in VR 

 It was already mentioned in a previous chapter about eye tracking as a part of the VR 

headset, but this technology is successfully used by itself.  

 

Oculography (Eye tracking) – the process of measuring and determining the gaze 

coordinates (the intersection of the optical axis of the eyeball and the plane of the observed 
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object where some visual stimulus exists). Normally, an eye tracker is a device which 

measures position and its changing orientation.  

 

In nineteenth century, all research connected with eye tracking were carried out just with the 

subject’s eyes observation.  

 

In 1878 the French doctor Louis Emile Javal discovered that eyeballs move intermittently 

but not monotonously as it was considered earlier, while reading. He proved that the gaze 

consists off short pauses - fixations and harsh movements – saccades. (Huey, 1968, pp. 43-

54) 

 

Edmund Huey created the first device for eye-tracking. The device was made from contact 

lenses with the hole for a pupil, it was attached to a pointer which was moving with the 

eyeball. In his research he used quantified regression, and he proved that a person does not 

fixate on several words in a line. (Huey, 1968, pp. 26-32) 

 

Then first a non-intrusive eye tracking device was created by Guy Thomas Buswell in 

Chicago. He used a light reflection from eyeball on a film. This way he researched reading 

and images observation. (Buswell, 1922, pp. 11-12) 

 

In 1950 Russian scientist Alfred Yarbus from Moscow carried out important research in the 

field of eye tracking and his work is often cited. He wrote about the relation between gaze 

and cognitive processes. "All the records ... show conclusively that the character of the eye 

movement is either completely independent of or only very slightly dependent on the 

material of the picture and how it was made, provided that it is flat or nearly flat." (Yarbus, 

1967, p. 190) 

 

Experiments proved that only few numbers of elements grab the attention of a person and 

his eyes make fixations on them. Eye movements represent the human thinking. The gaze is 

following on places which call a person’s attention. (Yarbus, 1967, p. 211) 
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It is often that the gaze fixates on the elements which cannot give important information, but 

crucial from the person’s opinion or it can fixate just on elements which is unusual. (Yarbus, 

1967, pp. 171-183) 

 

From one fixation to another it is often that the person returns to things which he has already 

seen but there is need to look at them a second time rather than look at less important objects.  

(Yarbus, 1967, pp. 192-193) 

 

In 1980 Just and Carpenter make a hypothesis about relation between visual system and 

human conscious. They claim that if the subject is looking at the object it is necessary that it 

relates to thinking, in other words the person is thinking about the object. Most of the eye 

tracking researches refer to this statement, in this project we will also refer on this research. 

(Carpenter, 1980, pp. 329-354) 

 

But still it is impossible to make a conclusion that the gaze uniquely connects with thinking 

process, and it does not mean that if the person looks on something it is necessary that he 

likes that.   

 

VR companies assume that eye tracking is an important in VR, so in 2019 they created the 

first VR headset Vive Pro Eye which was embedded with eye tracking technology (HTC 

announces new Vive Pro Eye virtual reality headset with native eye tracking, 2020). But this 

headset most of all was oriented on business users not for mass market, as this data can be 

analysed to increase selling. This function will accompany every social headset in near future 

because it can find many applications, for instance, for people with disabilities who will not 

need controllers to interact inside VR. Furthermore, the interpillar distance setting will be 

carried out automatically and it is crucial for optimization of video game, for example, the 

image can load rendering only on region where the user looks at and leave the places where 

he doesn’t smooth. 
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2 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

 

 

This chapter will introduce the technical and program means which were used in the project. 

The first part of the project is devoted to an eye-tracking device Pupil Core, which uses the 

video recordings frames and tracks the person’s gaze position. With the help of eye-tracker, 

it is possible to grab data, which after analysing can lead to an important conclusion about 

CNC machine operator’s work and helps to optimize it. For analysing eye-tracking data, the 

IMotions software was used, this program allows to interpret the eye-tracking data and 

present them in more accessible form of heatmaps, graphs, etc.  

 

For developing VR CNC simulator Unity 3d software and HTC Vive Pro Eye with 

embedded eye-tracking system was used. The main purpose of the study is to design a 

prototype of milling boring machining centre, for this Solid Works was implemented. 

 

In order to design a virtual reality app allowing to interact with the CNC machine Unity 3d 

which support systems such as Level of Detail and Occlusion culling was used.  

 

2.1 Eye-tracking  

Nowadays the most common eye-tracking devices are based on eyes video recordings frames 

analysis, although contact methods such as electrooculography are still used. A video camera 

records one or two eyes and registers their movements, while a testee looks at a visual 

stimulus. Most of the modern eye-tracking devices use the difference in colour between pupil 

and iris which appears under infrared light. Furthermore, the orientation of infrared light’s 

flare is analysed, this way it becomes possible to determine the orientation of optical axis of 

the eyeball. 

 

There are two types such systems (Dark and bright pupil tracking, 2020):  

• systems based on bright pupil technique is shown in figure 8 on the left. 

• systems based on dark pupil technique is shown in figure 8 on the right. 
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Figure 8. Examples of bright and dark pupil technique. (Flickner, February 1999, p. 171) 

 

The difference between them is in a light source location with respect to the camera. When 

the source is located parallel to the camera optical axis on figure 9, the eye is working as the 

second reflector of the light, which is coming from the source and reflects from the retina, 

this way the bright eye effect appears, the same effect is analogical to the red eyes effect in 

photography.  

 

Figure 9. The difference between dark eye and bright eye principles (Dark and bright pupil 

tracking, 2020) 

 

In the situation when the light source is shifted with respect to the optical camera axis, the 

pupil becomes dark, because the second reflection does not go to the camera. The bright eye 

principle allows accomplishing eye-tracking regardless of the iris colour, mascara, or lashes 
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which can cover a pupil. It also allows proceeding the experiment with poor light, but not so 

effective outdoors. 

 

2.1.1 Pupil Core 

In this experiment Pupil Core Headset was used which is shown in picture 9, where 1 is the 

world camera, 2 is nose support and 3 is the eye camera.  

 

Figure 10. Pupil Core headset. (Hardware, 2020) 

 

The headset is also equipped with 200 Hz eye small cameras for both eyes which is based 

on dark eyes principle; the resolution is 800x600 and the frequency is 30 Hz. The eye 

cameras as was mentioned work on a dark pupil principle and that is why are equipped with 

infrared LED with wavelength 860 nm to identify a pupil. (Hardware, 2020) 

 

They can be connected to a laptop or an android smartphone with pupil software installed 

on them, in this modification it is possible to record a sound also. To record data using a 

smartphone, both the laptop and the smartphone must be connected to one WIFI network, 

this way, signal from the smartphone is transferred to the laptop through the local WIFI 

network. 

 

Before the experiment, it is necessary to adjust all three cameras physically for every person.   
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The main idea for eye camera adjustment that it is directed right into pupil and could capture 

all eyeball range, to achieve that, rotation on figure 10 and sliding on figure 11 is provided 

in Pupil headset.  

 

 

Figure 11. Eye Camera adjustment by sliding. (Hardware, 2020)  

 

 

Figure 12. Eye camera adjustment by rotating. (Hardware, 2020) 

 

All beforementioned adjustments must be carried out to achieve id0 and id1 confidence, on 

figure 13 it is shown in the red circle, id0 and id1 for left and right eye, respectively. On 

figure 13 we can see that the confidence value is 1, which means the pupil is detected with 

very high quality, it ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means there is no pupil detected.  (Getting 

Started, 2020) 
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Figure 13. Pupil Capture window. 

 

The world camera has the resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. During the experiment, we used 

a 60-degree field of view camera lens which can be changed on 100 degrees one. The main 

goal here by changing the World camera or rotating it as in figure 12 is shown to capture a 

person’s field of view as much as possible. (Hardware, 2020) 

 

 

Figure 14. World camera adjustment by one axis rotating. (Hardware, 2020) 
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2.1.2 Pupil Detection Algorithm 

The main challenge in eye-tracking devices from the physical point of view to determine the 

pupil projection on a planar surface. Pupil Lab developed the algorithm to determine a pupil 

accurately. The process divided into several stages: 

1) Conversion of the frame into grey, in figure 15 dashed lines is the initial assumption 

where the pupil might be, which is determined using the algorithm proposed by 

(Swirski, 2012, pp. 172–177) 

2)  Identifying contours on the image according to (A Computational Approach to Edge 

Detection, 1986, pp. 680 - 697) 

3) Building a histogram from the lowest to the highest intensity of the pixels.  

4) Filter from spectral reflections (yellow) (Suzuki, 1983, pp. 31-45). 

5)  Edges are transferred to contours based on curvature continuity criteria.  

6) The contour of assumed pupil is formed with the ellipse with help of the method of 

least squares.  

7) The final ellipse which coincides with a pupil is found with augmented combinatorial 

search (G. H. Hardy, 2015, pp. 263-264). 

 

Figure 15. Pupil detection algorithm 

 

2.1.3  Dispersion-Based Algorithm 

The main goal for eye-tracking devices is to capture a person’s fixations, and all their 

characteristics such as coordinates, time, duration related to it. Fixation, as a rule, is a round 

area and the average distance between every point and the centre of the fixation estimates 

the fixation radius.  Based on it, it is possible to build heatmaps and analyse the eye-tracking 
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data. Pupil core uses a dispersion-based algorithm to identify fixations suggested by Salvucci 

and Goldberg (Salvucci, January 2000).  

 

The principle is based on assumption because of their not a high velocity fixation tends to 

overlap together. In other words, fixations are identified as a group of points with specific 

dispersion. Fixation lasts 100 milliseconds minimum, that is why the minimum threshold is 

100-200 milliseconds (Johnson, 1984, pp. 21-29) to decrease noise.  

 

In eye-tracking surface or area of interest is distinguished, which is basically means the 

determination of the local coordinate system of the scene, on figure 16 you can see the green 

rectangle which basically is a surface and can be built in Pupil Capture after the calibration. 

  

This coordinate system has next properties (Terminology, 2020): 

− origin: bottom left  

− surface width 

− surface height 

− bounds (x: [0, 1], y: [0, 1]) 

 

 

Figure 16. Determination of the surface 
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The dispersion-based algorithm uses a window that is moving and checking all points if they 

are fixations. It determines the dispersion of the points by summarizing minimum x and y 

values in equation 2 (Salvucci, January 2000). 

 

D = [max(x) − min(x)]

+ [max(y) − min(y)] 

(2) 

 

If the dispersion is high than the threshold the window moving to the right and remains the 

same if below the window is the fixation and the windows become bigger to the right. The 

end window is fixed as a fixation on centre of points with the start time and duration. On 

figure 17 the block diagram of the desperation-based algorithm is presented. (Salvucci, 

January 2000) 

Start 

Points presence

Window 

initialization

Dispersion<=100 ms Remove first point

Fixation

No

Yes

No

Yes

Add additional 

points

 

Figure 17. Block-diagram of searching fixations algorithm. 
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2.1.4  Calibration 

Calibration is the process of searching for the relation between the pupil and the gaze when 

the person looked at the markers which appear on a monitor. The Pupil Capture grabs pupil’s 

locations (𝑥1𝑐𝑎𝑙, 𝑦1𝑐𝑎𝑙), markers’ positions (𝑥2𝑐𝑎𝑙, 𝑦2𝑐𝑎𝑙) during the calibration and then 

calculated the coefficients for the mapping function 𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑙, coefficients can be obtained after 

solving linear equations. After calculations 𝑀𝑐𝑎𝑙, it becomes possible to estimate the next 

gaze positions.  

 

There are four types of calibrations depending on a person’s field of view: 

• Screen Marker Calibration, when the markers subsequently appear. (Terminology, 

2020) 

• Manual Marker Calibration is carried out by moving markers within the limits of a 

person’s field of view. Several markers are used to grab data, and another type of 

them is intended to stop calibration. (Terminology, 2020) 

• Natural Features Calibration applies some specific points on the scene which a user 

needs to point out. (Terminology, 2020) 

 

2.1.5 Pupil Capture 

Pupil Capture is a software, which was developed by Pupil Labs, this program with open 

source code and can be programmed in python. Pupil Capture allows to record eye tracking 

data, namely world camera broadcasts the user’s field of view and eye camera records the 

subject’s eye in grey colours.  

 

During the recording of eye tracking, the world camera is recording the user’s field of view, 

whereas eye cameras recording eyes behaviour, this way eye tracking consists of the next 

characteristics: 

• Gaze coordinates is a location of the subject's gaze within the world coordinate 

system (Terminology, 2020). 

• Pupil coordinates is a location of the pupil within the eye coordinate system 

(Terminology, 2020). 

• Time in seconds 
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• Confidence the possibility to determine a pupil, ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 is least 

detection and 1 is the best. 

 

2.2 Eye tracking application in VR.  

For this project the headset HTC VIVE Pro EYE (Pro Eye, 2020) was used. The system 

consists of: 

  

• Two base stations are intended for tracking a headset position. Namely base stations 

are laser devices that cover the room with the light of the invisible spectrum. Every 

base has an infrared source and 2 laser emitters which rotate with a high speed. The 

infrared source sends a synchronization signal 60 times per second and one of the 

rotating lasers directs the light across the room. The Headset and controllers have 

photosensors which react on synchronization infrared signal and light from the lasers. 

The counter is launched when the photosensor detects a synchronization signal until 

one of the photosensors detects a laser signal. The program identifies the photosensor 

location with respect to the base.  There must not be any blockages for the beams 

between bases and tracking objects.  

• Two controllers intended to interact inside of the VR, they equipped with 

photosensors, which allow tracking controllers by base stations. Each controller has 

several buttons, the biggest is a touchpad, the underside is a trigger, on both sides of 

a handle grip buttons located. On top of and at the bottom of the controller ring, 24 

photosensors are located symmetrically. The brain of the controller is NXP's 

LPC11U3x 32-bit ARM Cortex-M0 microcontroller and Lattice's iCE40 HX FPGA, 

MPU-6500 is a circuit which is responsible for hand movement tracking and 

equipped with accelerometer and gyro. (Exploring the magic behind the HTC Vive 

controller, 2020) 

• Headset consist of a combination of the following systems: 

− Audio, usually in the form of headphones. 

− Video – two LED displays, an image is broadcast to a display and divided 

into two parts, creating a 3d effect.  

− Due to several sensors, it is possible to move the head on different sides, 

which allows examining VR in detail.  
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This way, physically a headset consists of housing, lenses, sensors (gyro, accelerometer, 

magnetometer, IR sensors). All these sensors intended to cope with the latency problem. If 

the person turns their head and the picture in front of their eyes doesn’t change during 50 

milliseconds it leads to nausea, that is why all data collected from all sensors, for example, 

accelerometer measures speed, magnetometer is used to correct displacement. This latency 

problem was crucial with all early headsets, now when engineers were able to solve it, the 

popularity of VR headset is rocketing.  

 

All beforementioned features present in every modern headset, but there is one feature that 

makes HTC Vive Pro Eye special – eye-tracking. The technology of eye-tracking is 

discussed in detail in the previous chapter and it works in HTC in the same way as in Pupil 

glasses which is shown in table 2, characteristics and the principle are similar, but in this 

time the person’s field of view is not the real world but it is virtual reality.   

 

Table 2. The main characteristics of eye tracking technology in Pupil Labs Core and in HTC 

Vive VR Pro Eye Tracking Headset. (Mod. Pupil Labs Core, 2020) 

 Pupil Labs Core HTC Vive VR Pro Eye 

Tracking Headset 

Method of Eye tracking Dark pupil  Dark Pupil 

Calibration procedure 9 point and 5 point 5 point 

Accuracy  0.6° 0.5° 

Slippage compensation  Yes, 3D eye tracking model Yes 

Pupil measurement  Relative size in eye camera 

pixels + absolute size in mm 

through 3d eye model 

Yes, relative pupil size  

 

Trackable field of view  110° 

Sample rate 200 Hz 120 Hz  

 

 

Eye tracking is a crucial feature in VR headset which gives more possibilities and soon it 

will present in every headset. But for now, it can perform the following functions: 

• Interaction inside of VR (the gaze produces the beam instead of controllers as a 

pointer). 
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• Provided that in VR there is a network, it is convenient that one person knows where 

another looks, for example when one is a tutor and is talking about some particular 

part, the other can see where the tutor looks at and accordingly knows the tutor is 

talking about. 

• Measuring the interpillar distance automatically. Although there is not this function 

in HTC Vive Pro Eye, some modern headsets with eye-tracking already have this 

function. IDP in HTC Pro Eye should be set manually and it is possible to adjust 

interpillar distance from 61 to 73 mm and it is most of all human beings. This way 

with adjusted IDP your eyes always will be focused right straight on the picture. 

• To collect the eye-tracking data in a similar way as with a pupil headset in order to 

make some conclusions about a person's reaction and thinking process when he is 

inside of the VR. But it requires some analysis tools, for instance, IMotions software, 

which helps to build heatmaps and make some conclusions, but for now this software 

is expensive and used mostly for commercial purposes.  

• Performance increasing. The main issue while designing VR, the low visual quality 

which appears when several light sources added to the scene, it requires some post-

processing procedure but eye tracking can solve that issue, knowing where person 

look at, it is possible to render just that region with the best resolution and to render 

peripheral regions with lower resolution, this way it is possible to reduce power load 

and direct the released load only on the region where a person looking at the moment. 

The function is called foveated rendering. (Foveated Rendering, 2020) 

 

All in all, the HTC Vive Pro is a modern headset, where the latency problem is solved almost 

completely, it is the first customer headset equipped with eye-tracking function, which offers 

many benefits and increase performance, this allows to experience virtual reality from the 

new stage.  
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3 CASES STUDY: JOTEX PAMA 

 

 

One of the first who was interested in using VR as a training platform was aviation as the 

VR has several benefits under the training on real equipment and the main reason for it is 

that in such a field there is always a risk to break the equipment and to threaten human life 

while training. For this reason, industrial companies are also interested in such technologies. 

Probably in the future, every factory will have their prototype in VR which will be so close 

to reality that there will not need to train staff on real equipment, but VR is also a step to a 

new user interface, and the person by interacting in VR will affect real equipment at the same 

time, but this technology called Digital Twin and it already exists and VR is a part of it. 

Anyway, there is a need to develop such technology to make this the most realistic. 

 

3.1 Jotex Works Oy 

Jotex Work Oy is a Finnish engineering factory that was based in 1994 in Joutseno. (Next 

generation workshop, 2020) 

 

The main customers of Jotex Works Oy are Finnish and European metal companies, they 

produce different machine elements for any needs and perform different types of machine 

work. (Next generation workshop, 2020) 

 

On the factory, there are such machines as horizontal Boring mill as WH 10 CNC, CNC 

boring machine WH 105 CNC, lathe POREBA BZX 1200, and so on. Most of the machines 

on Jotex Works Oy are controlled with computer numerical control, which makes the 

production so accurate.  While all the machines on the factory have their own dimensions, 

and they can move in different axes the main thing that is similar to all of them is CNC 

control. 

 

Depending on the type of order and the necessary precision Jotex Works Oy uses the 

different devices and carries out different type of work: 

• Machine turning is a manufacturing process used for producing rotational machine 

elements by removing metal. On Jotex Oy an example of such a machine is lathe 

which is in figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Model of the lathe on Virtual Reality factory - Jotex Works Oy prototype.  

 

• Machine milling, the idea of the process is rotating the tool around the element, but 

tools can be different depending on application and precision. 

• Machine boring is the process of increasing an existing hole. 

 

However, all beforementioned machines become much more accurate if they are controlled 

by CNC (computer numerical control). A CNC was developed from the numerical control 

which used punched tape cards, nowadays CNC controls various of the machining processes, 

but the idea remains the same (Thomas, 2007, p. 89). Every CNC machining processes have 

the next similar stages: 

• Preparing a CAD model  

• Transferring a CAD model to a CNC  

• Preparing the CNC machine 

• Performing the machining  

 

This way, Jotex Works Oy is the factory that provides a different range of services in the 

machining field.  Building virtual reality might be used for layout planning, staff training 

and in marketing purposes that will definitely increase factory productivity and will advance 

Jotex Oy to the way to Industry 4.0 technology.  
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3.2 PAMA machine 

As was mentioned before Jotex Works Oy has many machines that are controlled by a CNC. 

But the most interesting in terms of virtual reality prototyping is the machine that was 

installed in the factory in 2017 (Jotex Works is investing, 2020). The main reason for that, 

except for functionality, is that the machine is very expensive, but to work on it, an operator 

needs to learn beforehand, and during training always there is a risk to break such expensive 

equipment. That is why it was decided to build a virtual reality prototype for Pama Speedram 

HP 1000. 

  

Machining centre is a multifunctional machine tool that can perform a wide variety of 

operations, including milling, drilling, boring, reaming, tapping, etc., without changing the 

part setup. (Grzesik, 2017, pp. 9-15)  

 

Machining centres can be: 

• Horizontal type centres equipped with horizontal spindle and rotating table, the table 

can move vertically, longitudinally, transversely with respect to a spindle shaft and 

cutter fasten on it. (Grzesik, Advanced Machining Processes of Metallic Materials: 

Theory, Modelling, and Applications, 2017, pp. 305-307) 

• Vertical type centres the main difference with the previous is the vertical location of 

the tool. (Grzesik, Advanced Machining Processes of Metallic Materials: Theory, 

Modelling, and Applications, 2017, pp. 347-349) 

• Universal machining centres are equipped not only with rotating tables but also with 

rotating spindle heads, that increase the possibilities of the machine.  

 

CNC boring and milling Pama machine is a complex of machining tools that can perform 

different types of mashing processes (punching, drilling, tapping, boring, sawing, etc.) 

without changing the tools. The appearance of the Pama machine is presented in figure 19. 

In the figure, we can see the next parts of the machine: tools magazine, the column, head 

storage.  
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Figure 19. PAMA SPEEDRAM 1000 HP from Jotex. (the photo made while visiting on 

Jotex OY on 24.04.2020). 

 

The aggregate is normally controlled by computer numerical control (CNC), which makes 

the process almost automatic and autonomous. From the classification of such machines, 

PAMA SPEEDRAM 1000 HP from Jotex is a hydrostatic floor type CNC boring milling 

machine. (SPEEDRAM HP, 2020). All characteristics of the Pama machine are presented in 

Table 1, based on them the model of the Pama machine was developed in SolidWorks. 

 

Table 3. Technical characteristics for Pama Speedram HP 1000. (Jotex Works is investing, 

2020) 

Characteristics Units Value 

Column longitudinal travel 

(X axis) 

mm. 12.000 

Headstock vertical travel 

(Y axis) 

mm. 3.500 

Axial travel of spindle ram 

(Z axis 

mm. 1600 

Boring spindle axial travel 

(W axis) 

mm. 700 

Total axial travel (W + Z 

axes) 

mm. 2300 
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Table 4 continues. Technical characteristics for Pama Speedram HP 1000. (Jotex Works is 

investing, 2020) 

Table (V axis) mm 1.500 

Worktable size mm 2.000 x 2.500 

Boring spindle diameter mm 130 

 

In order to have the VR close to the real factory, it is important to take into account not only 

the dimensions of the real machine, which is in table 3 but also to display all the main 

elements. So, this way 3d model of Pama machine consists of: 

• Foundation of the machining centre is aimed to protect the machine from vibrations 

while it functionalizes and for oscillations, dumping is shown in figure 20, number 

1.   

•  Roto travelling table set on a table base to bear the load, it is rotating and traveling 

on the guide 6 (figure 20).  

• Pallets are on figure 20, number 3, are intended to keep machine elements on it during 

mashing works,  it is possible to keep mashing parts on the table or on the pallet, but 

if one part is finished while other on the pallet it is possible without changing the tool 

to proceed the second tool taking it from the pallet.  

• Guides are in figure 20, guide number 5 is allowed the column of the machine to 

travel along the X axis and guide number 6 provides the translation of the table along 

the V axis.  

• Head storage is in figure 20, number 3, intended for keeping all types of the head that 

can be installed on the machine.  
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Figure 20. Foundation and other parts for Pama Machine in Solidworks (components of the 

column are hidden)  

 

In figure 21 is shown the main parts of the machining centre, such as tool magazine, ATC 

arm, middle arm and the column itself. 

 

Figure 21. Column of the machine in SolidWorks. 

 

The tool magazine consists of many tools that can be changed automatically, there are 80 

available places specifically in Pama machine, but not all of them are busy with the tools. 

The principle of the tool magazine is in figure 22, CNC control sends the signal to change 

the tool in the spindle based on needs, the chain is rotating until the necessary tool appears 
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at the position than ATC (automatic tool changer) arm, which is basically a gripper and it is 

able to rotate, takes out the tool and fixates that in a spindle position. The middle arm serves 

to take out the necessary tool from the magazine. 

 

Figure 22. The principle of the tool magazine. 

 

Spindle (figure 23) is the main part of CNC machines, it is fastened in ram and is rotated by 

AC inverter or DC motor at high speed, the orientation of the spindle is determined by the 

encoder. In order to fasten the tool from tool magazine to a spindle, chuck is used. In figure 

23 the spindle is equipped with an insert type cutter – cutting tool for metal with many blades 

located on ends and on the sides. Every tooth is a separate cutter, which performs milling, 

while the cutter is rotating at high speed. This cutter was chosen to install on the virtual CNC 

machine.  

 

Figure 23. Spindle for the mashining center. 

 

In figure 24 it is shown the working principle of every CNC machine. It is crucial for creating 

interaction systems inside Unity 3D. Every machining cycle consists of the next stages: 

machine element fixation on a rototraveling table, tool instalment from the ATC, then the 
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machine should go to origin, where all coordinates equal to zero (X, Y, Z, V), then some 

command from CNC should come, applying some cutting oil, which cools down the 

machining tool, prevents from rust, decreases the resistance from cutting, then the spindle 

rotating; if there is a need to change the tool - change it, waiting for more data from the CNC, 

rotating the spindle, and when the machining is done – the command from the CNC -to stop 

the work. 

Start 
Fixation of a mashine 

element on the table
Yes

CNC command 

waiting

Spindle rotation, 

Table moving

Stop command from 

CNC

Yes

Terminate

Fasten the tool,

Go to origin

No

 

Figure 24. Block diagram for machine operating. 

 

In this chapter, all features of the CNC machining centre were considered in order to develop 

the 3d model of it in SolidWorks, such as dimensions, components, working principle, 

control method. This data was used to build the virtual machining prototype as close as 

possible to real.   
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4 VR SIMULATION 

 

 

4.1 A generalized picture of the simulation. 

The designed simulation represents the Machining centre prototype, where it is possible to 

interact with the machine and go through the whole industrial experience. The machine 

consists of all necessary parts: rotary table, operator cabin, column, working pallets, 2 - axis 

head, ATM, and so on, the 3D model was developed and prepared in Solidworks. The 

machine can move along the X, Y, Z, V axis, the CNC displays the coordinate changing, the 

operator cabin is moving up and down, the head can rotate in different directions. The whole 

project was developed in several parts: 

  

4.2 Preparing the model and exporting to Unity 3d. 

  

All the 3d models in Unity have the FBX format, but the main challenge is that it is 

impossible to design the good precise CAD model in Unity, because it is a program for game 

developing not for 3D modelling. But to build the whole machining centre is a very 

challenging task and the most appropriate environment for it is SolidWorks, which in their 

turn, has their one 3D format which cannot be exported directly to Unity.  

  

There is a tool CAD Link available from Unity Asset Store which allows importing of most 

of the Cad formats to Unity through 3MF format which is compatible with most of the CAD-

systems, that was freely available in early versions of Unity but now it is expensive. 

(CADLink, 2020) 

  

FBX (FilmBox) was created by Autodesk and used as an exchange 3D tool, it is available in 

ASCII and in binary form. It is a commercial format and its binary file is not available and 

it  can be opened only with software from Autodesk, although there is a tool FBX SDK on 

C++ which was created by Autodesk and can make a conversion from different formats to 

FBX and back. It is commercial format. (Fbx, 2020) 
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The 3d model of machining centre was developed in computer-aided design system 

SolidWorks as several 3D objects with SLDPRT - format and then combined into one 

assembly (SLDASM file).  

 

As a result, the first 3d model was developed as SLDASM-file, because it is easy to assemble 

in one file and it is a common format when working in SolidWorks. Then it is necessary to 

convert it in another transitional format which is compatible with Solidworks and 3dsMax 

(Autodesk) at the same time. Among all the majority of different formats supported by 

SolidWorks, Step AP2014 was chosen.  

  

Step file is an international standard for Product Information Exchange between CAD and 

CAM systems presented by the Product Data Association IGES/PDES. Step format is 

presented in two versions AP203 and AP2014, AP203 includes geometry, configuration, the 

orientation of all the parts in the assembly, while AP2014 is an advanced format of AP203 

and it includes also colours and textures, which was needed also for exporting in Unity 3D. 

In figure 25 it is shown that with the geometry, textures were also exported. (STEP-file, ISO 

10303-21, 2020) 

 

 

Figure 25. 3D model of machining center in 3dsMax in step format.  
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Finally, with the help of 3dsMax, it becomes possible to convert Step format to FBX. and it 

can be used in Unity 3D. All this aforementioned process from assembly to 3d FBX model 

is presented in figure 26. It is also noticeable that with every stage the volume of the file is 

increasing.  

 

3ds Max

(STEP AP2014-

format)

49259 KB

SOLIDWORKS

(SLDASM-file)

7809 KB

Unity 3d

(FBX-file)

122446 KB

 

Figure 26. The process of conversion 3d Model format in order to export to Unity 3d. 

 

The final step is to export FBX to Unity 3d, the file was added to the scene with parameters 

on figure 27, the main features are that colliders and textures were exported with 3d 

Gameobject.   
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Figure 27. Characteristics of FBX. file exported into Unity 3d. 

 

The last step was to install the machine in the desired location inside the VR. After 

developing the assembly of machining centre in SolidWorks several operations were carried 

out in order to export the 3d model in the Unity environment. Up to this point, it is still not 

possible to experience machining centre and see it through VR Headset, to do it, it is 

important to set up Steam VR in Unity. 

 

4.3 Developing the interaction inside VR 

The main asset which should be set up first while developing a VR app is the Steam VR 

which can be downloaded from Asset Store. 

 

 Steam VR has an input system and can work with any VR device. It consists of prefabs – 

preconfigures game objects, first prefab which should be added on the scene is the Camera 

Rig. In its turn, Camera Rig game object contains children: controller (left), controller 

(right), camera (head), controllers game objects have the similar components – the code 
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which calculate the location of each physical controller and transfer that to the VR and user 

inside the VR can see where controllers located.  

 

After transferring the 3D model and Camera Rig into the scene and installing them into the 

right locations it is possible already to preview the scene in VR Headset  

 

In this project in order to develop VR, VRTK was used. It is the most popular, useful, freely 

available set of scripts which can be used to build a VR simulation.  

 

First, the teleporting was set up within play area for both controllers with help of VRTK 

setup. All other components such CNC panel was exported into VR and the control system 

by virtual machining centre was created. In picture 28 it can be seen the final virsion of the 

CNC control panel.   

 

 

Figure 28. CNC panel with pushable buttons in the VR. 

 

The CNC is the heart of the machining centre, which is intended to control all the machine 

actions. In picture 28 it is shown all the main buttons of the CNC, X-axis is the column 

longitudinal travel, the Y-axis is the vertical headstock travel, Z-axis is a headstock vertical 

travel, V-axis is the rototraveling table travel, up and down arrows are intended for vertical 

cabin travel and remains buttons is for controlling 2-axis head. 
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The main challenge was to create a pushable button for controlling the machine, for that it 

was decided to use VRTK_Physics Pusher.  

Necessary components of a pushable button: 

− Collider is needed to determine the interaction between objects, in this case, the 

interaction between button and controller, which in its turn also has a collider. 

(VRTK_PhysicsPusher, 2020) 

− Rigid body to be controlled by the Unity physics engine. For example, it will be 

affected by gravity or will react by collisions with other objects.  

(VRTK_PhysicsPusher, 2020) 

− VRTK Controller Rigid body Activator to activate the controller’s rigid body 

component. (VRTK_PhysicsPusher, 2020) 

 

The structure of the button is that there is a container and then its child with 

VRTK_PhysicsPusher script. In figure 29 the main characteristics of the Physics Pusher are 

shown.  

 

Figure 29. Properties of the physical button 

 

The determination of the parameters is next: 

• Operate axis is the axis that changing while pushing a physical button. 
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• Pressed distance is the distance between relaxed and pushed positions.  

• Stay pressed – the button remains at the pressed position. 

• Resting position is a normalized value when the button is not pushed. 

• Resting position threshold – when the button achieved this position it means that 

button is considered not pressed. 

• Position target – 0f is resting position, 1f is pressed position. 

• Target force - how much force should apply to have a button at the target position. 

 

The class method which is needed to control the machine is GetNormalizedValue. This 

method returns 0f is the button at rest and 1f if it is pushed. (VRTK_PhysicsPusher, 2020) 

 

So, with class VRTK_PhysicsPusher it is possible to realize a button, which can be pushed 

with help of the controller’s collider.  

 

In figure 28 the keyboard, is also shown, which is also an interaction system and it is based 

on VRTK_UI Canvas and UIPointer. The next interaction object is the cabin door. In figure 

30 we can see that by pushing grab buttons on controllers it is possible to slide the operator’s 

cabin door. 

 

 

Figure 30. Sliding door in operator's cabin. 
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This interaction is based on VRTK_Artificial Slider.  

 

The component needed is a collider – to detect when the interaction occurred, can be added 

as a child of the game object, and will appear in the PlayMode.  

 

In hierarchy the door itself is a child of a game object, script VRTK_Artificial Slider is 

attached to the child. The parent is used as a container. The coordinates of the door should 

be set to zero, the position of the door should be set on a parent game object. 

 

The main parameters of the object are: 

• Maximum length is the distance on which the door can move across the operating 

axis 

• Min max Threshold the values between which the door can move. 

• Resting Position - at this position normalized value equals 0f. 

• Force Resting Position Threshold - unless the door within resting position it will 

return to resting position. 

• Step Value Range - the minimum displacement when it will be considered as change 

along the operating axis.  

• Tracking speed – the speed at which the door moving. 

• Detach Distance – the minimum distance between the controller and the door that the 

door considered to be released  

• Release Friction  

• Step size 

 

With class VRTK_ArtificialSlider it becomes possible to realize a sliding door on the 

operator’s cabin; this interaction is close to reality. We are not going to control any object 

by sliding door action that is why there is no need to consider methods of this class.  

 

In this chapter the interaction system is described, up to this point, it is already possible to 

interact with VR – to push buttons, close the door, and typing the text with the controllers, 

but still, it is not possible to control the milling machine.  
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4.4 Control system in the VR.  

In the last chapter we set up an interaction system, now we need to make the machine 

working, to control it through CNC. For that, the algorithm for moving the column was 

developed (figure 31). 

 

Void Update()

MyKey1.GetNormalizedValue(

) == 1

Move column to 

forwardPos. 

Play Audio Source

MyKey2.GetNormalizedValue() 

== 1
No

Yes

Move column to 

rearPos.

Play Audio Source

Yes

Update the position 

on the display

 

Figure 31. Algorithm for column movement control via CNC. 

 

When buttons X+ or X- from figure 28 are pushed, that means that normalized value of 

physical pusher equals to 1, and the program sends the signal to the game object column to 

change its position, even though the user inside the cabin; it was achieved by this way that 

the user is a child of a column and his position is changing with the column position, which 

can be seen from figure 32. The x coordinate, which means column longitudinal travel 

changes on the display during the travel. The code in APPENDIX I should be attached to 

the parent of the moving object.  
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Figure 32. User is controlling the column movement by pressing the button on CNC panel 

(Unity 3d) 

 

The next control is a table rotation, the block diagram is in figure 33. If the user pushes on 

one of the buttons counterclockwise or clockwise which is in figure 28, the table starts to 

rotate in corresponding directions, when it happens LED on CNC changes their colour. The 

code of the program is presented in APPENDIX II which should be attached to the game 

object table.  

 

Void Update()

MyKey1.GetNormalizedValue(

) == 1

Rotate Clockwise, 

Play Audiosource

MyKey2.GetNormalizedValue() 

== 1
No

Yes

Rotate 

Counterclockwise,

Play Audiosource

Yes

LED Cycle start turn on

LED Cycle stop turn off

 

Figure 33. Block diagram for rotating table code. 
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For axial travel of spindle ram (Z-axis) and headstock vertical travel (Y-axis) two programs 

were developed, the same function target.transform was used, but for each code only one 

coordinate changes, the demonstration is in figure 34.  

 

 

Figure 34. Headstock movement in 2 directions in Unity 3d. 

 

The machine has CNC panel inside of the cabin, from that the user can control machine 

movements: column travel (X-axis), cabin vertical travel with the user inside of the cabin, 

headstock vertical travel (Y-axis), spindle ram travel (Z-axis), table rotation in both sides, 

table travel (V-axis), rotation of the milling head along two axis which is on figures 35 and 

36 shown.   

 

  

Figure 35. Milling head initial position.             Figure 36. Milling head after applying 

rotation function. 
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Even though VRTK simplifies the development of VR and has already some ready scripts, 

still there is a necessity to develop some features depending on customer needs. However, 

with the help C# functions it becomes possible to make exported models interactive. 

 

4.5 State of the art technologies used. Eye tracking.  

Eye-tracking function in the VR was implemented base on the Tobii Pro SDK prefab. Prefab 

[VREyeTracker] identifies the available Vive Pro device and connects to it. The 

[Calibration] prefab shows 5 red points in order to find a relation between gaze and pupil 

location, this procedure is shown in figure 37.  

 

 

Figure 37. Eye tracking calibration in the VR. 

 

[VRGazeTrail] prefab carries out gaze visualization through the particles system. The 

number of particles can be from 0 to 1000. [VRPositioningGuide] has two functions – to 

adjust the headset for the best VR experience and for the best eye-tracking, the function is 

shown in figure 38, and it is another good application for eye-tracking, the program identifies 

pupils and changes the colour from red to green when both pupils are directed to the headset.  
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Figure 38. Positioning function 

 

With eye-tracking function it is possible to know where the person looks at inside of the VR, 

it can be seen in figure 39, when the user looks at the objects, they become highlighted with 

cyan color.   

 

 

Figure 39. Eye tracking in the VR. 

 

Another beneficial application of eye-tracking which is implemented in this project is 

foveated rendering. Lower frame rates in VR can lead to VR sickness, the comfort rendering 

for VR is between 60 and 90 fps for both eyes and the most expensive process is lighting 

and it should be optimized (Murray, 2020, p. 337). In order to increase this number, there 
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are some techniques, such as field of view mask. It provides a clear picture in the middle of 

the screen and blur one in the remaining parts of the screen. However, foveated rendering is 

even better, with this function the clear picture is not just in the middle of a person’s field of 

view, but in the area of fixation. It requires the Sranipal_SDK tool which should be launched 

with the hard admin’s rights.  

 

4.6 Optimization.  

The first measure to increase the performance was to choose for light baked time mode. The 

idea of this method is to calculate lightmaps before play mode is launched. In figure, it can 

be seen calculated files which called lightmaps, which basically is black and white planar 

images which apply on models on the scene like a different texture, this way there is no need 

to light the scene with a dynamic light source and it helps to save time and performance for 

rendering. (Murray, 2020, p. 417)  
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Figure 40. Lightmaps in Unity 3D. 

 

The next technique is occlusion culling, the principle is not to render objects unless they are 

in a user’s field of view (Murray, 2020, p. 396), the demonstration can be seen from figure 

41, green lines are camera visibility region. On the scene, some of the objects were chosen 

as a occlude static whereas others were chosen as occluder static. Occludee can be hidden 

from the user and the Unity does not calculate its rendering, while occluder can hide occlude 

by itself.  
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Figure 41. Occlusion culling demonstration. 

 

Static batching by making stationary objects static renders them faster. The idea is that Unity 

knows that the objects are static and there is no need to calculate physics for them. This 

option does not require challenging settings and cab chosen just in Inspector for every game 

object. (Murray, 2020, p. 395) 

 

The main requirement for VR application is a high frame rate that means that it requires 

powerful hardware to render complex geometry, but sometimes this is powerless. All the 

beforementioned techniques were implemented to increase system performance and prevent 

VR sickness. 
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5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS. 

 

 

Even though Pupil Headset and Tobii Pro Eye are working on the same principle, they have 

different applications. In this chapter will be described how both devices can be implemented 

for industrial purposes. 

 

5.1 Eye tracking experiment with the Pupil headset. 

During the visit on Jotex Works Oy the eye-tracking experiment with Pupil Headset was 

carried out. The operator of the Pama machine, wearing an eye-tracking device, controls the 

machine and was doing his usual job. As a result, 40 minutes video was recorded with Pupil 

Capture. Eye-tracking data were analysed with IMotions software according to the following 

criteria:  

 

Heatmaps. The video was split into two static pictures: head and CNC panel, the laptop, and 

CNC panel, the process of splitting is on picture 42.  

 

Figure 42. The process of splitting up the video on static pictures. 

 

Heatmaps cannot be built on a dynamic picture, they are used for visualization of eye-

tracking data, but do not give the numeric values (Visualizing Eye Tracking Data , 2020), 
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but still from figure 43 it can be clearly seen that the operator looks more on CNC panel than 

on distraction area. 

 

 

Figure 43. Heatmap of the first static picture. 

 

Unlike Heatmaps, Areas of Interest (AOI) allow to estimating eye-tracking in numbers. It 

can be seen in figure 44, the yellow table with area of interest characteristic: term TTFF 

means time to first fixation. (Visualizing Eye Tracking Data , 2020) and time spent. 

 

Fixation in terms of eye tracking is the period when a person gazes at one specific location 

during respectively long time approximately 100 milliseconds. (Visualizing Eye Tracking 

Data , 2020) We can conclude from the figure 44 that the operator from the beginning of the 

research was focused on the area 1 with CNC control first because TTFF for area 1,0 seconds 

while TTFF for the distracted area 2 is 2, 2 seconds.  
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Figure 44. Areas of Interest of the first static picture 

 

In figure 45 from the number of revisits and fixations it can be concluded that during the 

experiment the operator spent more time on CNC panel, the number of all fixations on this 

region is also more by a third than on region with the laptop, so the operator looks more on 

CNC, but probably fixations on the distracted area should go to zero. So, the operator was 

distracted by a laptop presence, this static picture was observed in the end and at the 

beginning of the video and can be explained that the operator looked at the laptop, waiting 

when the experiment will start, that is why he directed his gaze on the laptop so often: 64 

revisits on area 2 versus 76 on area 1, but is not a big difference.   
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Figure 45.  AOI plots for the first static picture. 

 

The next static picture is CNC panel and the head in figure 46, this picture prevails 

throughout the video. It can be seen that during the machining process itself, the operator’s 

gaze is focused on working space mostly, namely on machining head than on CNC panel.  

 

 

Figure 46. Heatmap of the second static picture. 
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The first fixation was on CNC machine after 0,5 seconds in figure 47, which means that the 

operator gazed on CNC first and then after 38,3 seconds was focused on the working place 

first time. 

 

 

Figure 47. Areas of Interest for the second static picture. 

 

There were approximately 70 percent more fixations on working place than on the CNC 

which can be seen from figure 48, the number of revisits nearly the same. 

 

 
Figure 48. AOI plots for the second static picture. 
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From all of that, it can be concluded that during his shaft he needs to fixate more on machine 

element than on CNC.  

 

All in all, as can be seen from this chapter, eye tracking is a good tool for analysing human 

behaviour, because in most cases a gaze is connected to cognitive processes. From this 

experiment with the Pama Machine operator, it can be seen that his attention is strictly 

prioritized. When he starts the work he looks more on CNC panel, even though there are 

some distractions on the scene, when he is doing the machining work itself he is looking 

mostly on the head than on CNC, probably this process can be compared with keyboard 

typing when we are doing that we are looking on the monitor, not on a keyboard.  

 

5.2 VR based platform for a CNC machining canter.  

During this project, the VR CNC machining centre prototype was designed. The main feature 

of this VR is eye-tracking presence.  The system contains all components of hydrostatic floor 

type CNC boring and milling machine: tool magazine, spindle, rototravelling table, middle 

arm, CNC panel, operator’s cabin. This 3d model was transported to the Unity environment 

and some interactions and eye-tracking were developed there.   

 

Based on Steam VR, VRTK scripts and some special scripts it becomes possible to create a 

system of machine control with basic VR interaction (teleporting, controllers). 

 

By controlling from CNC in the operator’s cabin, it is possible: 

• Column longitudinal travel (X axis) 

• Headstock vertical travel (Y axis) 

• Axial travel of spindle ram (Z axis) 

• Travel of table (V axis) 

• Table rotating (clockwise and counterclockwise with signal LEDs) 

• Spindle rotating  

• Two axis head rotation  

• CNC interactive keyboard 

 

Information about coordinates changes is sent to the CNC display.  
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VR applications are very demanding in terms of GPU and CPU and requires large computer 

power, because it consists a large amount of data – information for two displays with high 

resolution should be calculated (Murray, 2020, pp. 380-387). Term rendering pass is the 

measure which estimate how many times we need to send information about a game object 

to GPU (Murray, 2020, p. 395). This value should be minimal to keep the whole performance 

on a good level. There are optimization techniques which was applied to have a good 

performance, such as static batching, light baking, occlusion culling. It is important because 

even though modern headsets almost solved the latency problem, still VR sickness exists, it 

can make a user feel nausea, headache. It happened because there is a difference between 

the brain thoughts and was the user sees inside of the VR. It can be solved by increasing the 

performance in VR.  

 

Numerical indicator of VR performance can be Frame Rate, as it was discussed it should be 

from 60 to 90 fps (frames per second). In the beginning of the project after exporting the 

model and after interaction setting the fps was estimated as 15 fps, it is possible to use such 

system, but it will definitely lead to a VR sickness, after applying optimization techniques 

this number increased to 110 fps, although the picture has changed. On figure 49 it can be 

seen the system before optimisation, using point light with realtime mode, the graphics is 15 

fps.  
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Figure 49. VR before optimization 

 

On figure 50 the VR after applying optimization, graphics has ncreased until 110 fps. 

Colours look more real.  

 

 

Figure 50. VR after optimization. 

 

Audio sources were also added to the VR, which in their turn also affect performance 

especially the sound which is produced by moving objects that is why lighting and geometry 

should be calculated before play mode. In the VR hydraulic sound plays as soon as one of 
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the parts starts to move, because in reality all guides are hydrostatic. All these measures 

make the VR close to reality.  

 

The other function which can improve VR performance is foveated rendering which 

implemented through the eye tracking function, which makes this VR different from others. 

 

In addition to this, eye tracking system was attached to the Camera Rig this way that it 

becomes possible to track at what objects a user looks inside the VR with possibility to 

calibrate the headset. However, eye tracking can be used as a separate function not as a part 

of VR, which can be observed from Pupil Headset example.  
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6 DUSCUSSION 

 

 

The results indicate that eye-tracking technology can be successfully used in Industry. 

Speaking about the Pupil Headset experiment, this device helps to understand deeply how 

staff perform their work and based on it, it is possible to make some corrections and this way 

optimize the production. It is a powerful tool in training whether it is VR or reality, it can be 

implemented in both cases successfully. For example, for experienced workers most of the 

time it is difficult to transfer their experience, because their work becomes instinctive, with 

eye-tracking it becomes possible to teach the newcomers some behavioural strategies while 

performing the work by experienced workers. 

 

From the Pupil experiment which was carried out with the CNC machine operator during his 

working shift, it can be concluded that the operator’s behaviour during his shift obeys certain 

patterns. The experiment was performed with an experienced operator, and then this 

information can be transferred to beginners, or with the help of eye tracking data can be 

corrected to increase the performance, or it can be used in order to avoid some hazardous 

situations. During the experiment, 40 minutes video was recorded and then was split out on 

several static images and analysed with the help of IMotions Software.  

 

The first static picture was a CNC panel and the laptop with eye-tracking software depicted. 

Eye-tracking research with Pupil glasses showed that at the beginning of the experiment the 

operator was distracted but not so often: in 40% of the experiment the operator was focused 

on the laptop, whereas he should focus on CNC panel most of the time and it was like that - 

the operator was concentrated on his work in 60% of  experiment time. Probably the 

recommendation can be, that the operator should not look at any distractions appearing 

during his work or at least not focus on them in 40% of the time, but probably it is not the 

case and this time is needed to interpret that distraction as not dangerous and then continue 

working. To prove this point, it is necessary to carry out a similar experiment with another 

more or less experienced and successful workers.  

 

The second static picture is the frame when the CNC panel and the CNC head is presented. 

From the research, it can be concluded that during his shift the operator looked more on 
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working space with the head and machine element than on CNC panel. This picture prevailed 

during the whole experience and probably the operator actually is experienced, because he 

remembered the CNC buttons locations and intuitively pushed them without looking at them 

and mostly focused on working space, which actually a good sign. From that, it can be 

concluded that this material can be used for teaching beginners or improving performance 

for other operators. 

 

 In this work Pupil Headset and Vive Pro Eye were used as eye-tracking devices, the only 

difference that the former one is intended to use in reality and the latter one in virtual reality, 

this circumstance makes its deal even though both of them are based on the same dark pupil 

principle.  

 

While Tobii eye-tracking was implemented in VR as a foveated rendering, Pupil eye tracking 

was used to build heatmaps for analysing CNC machine operator’s behaviour in the real 

world. The main differences of this eye-tracking applications are in table 4.  

  

Table 5. Comparison between Pupil glasses and Tobii Eye Pro applications. 

HTC Tobii Eye Pro 

(VR) 

Pupil glasses 

(Reality) 

Interaction with VR (the laser beam comes 

from the gaze not from controllers) 

Statistics which can be used to understand 

human’s behaviour 

To highlight objects when you are talking 

about them, in order other user understand 

where to direct their attention 

Websites optimization 

Foveated rendering SCADA optimization 

Automatic IPD Understand Human Performance and 

transfer them to others 

 Training staff to take their attention on 

potential hazards. 

 

In designed VR application, eye tracking were implemented for increasing the system 

performance through foveated rendering, if there are several users in the VR, others will 

know where user wearing Tobii Pro Eye looks at, this feature can be used in a good training 
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platform, a teacher should just look on an object while their explanations - the object will be 

highlighted. It also can be used a similar way as in Pupil Headset – to transfer behaviour 

patterns of experienced workers to newcomers for better learning. Also, the trainer can see 

on his monitor where the person looks inside the VR and gives him instant feedback about 

performing the work even though in VR. 

 

This way even though Pupil glasses and HTC Vive Pro have the same principle, in this 

project they were used differently. Both of them can be implemented for human behaviour 

research, but applying eye tracking in VR can give more functionality to the app, and in near 

future, every headset will be equipped with this function because it brings so necessary 

additions such as automatic interpillar distance measuring and foveated rendering.  

 

From this research, it can be seen that eye-tracking successfully used in VR, although it is 

impossible to implement auto measuring interpapillary distance, it is available only in high 

price versions of VR Headset such as Vario, which was discussed in literature review and 

still there is no possibility to implement this technology in customer’s eye-tracking wearable 

VR devices because lens movements must be considered and these are technical features.  
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

The result of the project is a VR CNC machine simulator of PAMA Speedram HP creation 

for Jotex Work OY.   

  

CNC machining centres are huge aggregates which can perform different types of machining 

works, they have their contribution in almost every industrial field: mining, ship building, 

energy, wood, pulp and paper, in other words, they are in great demand. However, because 

of huge dimensions, high tech manufacturing technology, expensive components they are 

extremely expensive. So, because of high demand, there is a need to train operators of such 

machines, but during the training on real equipment, there is always a high risk to ruin such 

costly equipment and to harm the person themselves. Taking all aforementioned into account 

there is a necessity in finding new alternative methods of training.  

  

In this project, it was suggested to create a VR based platform in Unity 3d with eye-tracking 

function implemented. A CNC machine was designed based on existing PAMA 

SPEEDRAM 1000 HP which is on Jotex Works Oy.  

  

As a result, VR application was developed with all parts fully functioning: inside the VR 

user can control the machining components from the CNC panel in the operator’s cabin: 

column  can travel changing the X coordinate, the cabin can move up and down with the 

user inside, headstock can travel vertically along the Y axis, while spindle travels, the Z - 

coordinate is changing, the rototraveling table travels along V axis and it is possible to rotate 

a table in both sides and this signalled by LEDs, 2 axis machining travel and spindle can be 

also controlled from the cabin. The changes of all coordinates can be observed on the CNC 

display.  

 

This simulation can be used not only as a training for staff but also for marketing purposes 

or for optimization of Jotex Works Oy factory space. This application is a step in the future 

when all training will not be on real equipment carried out, but inside the VR, although today 

there are still some physical limitations, even though the picture inside the VR thanks to 

stereoscopic effect is quite real, still we cannot feel the VR fully and it is far from reality. 

Up to this point, developed applications can be still more theoretical and a very beneficial 
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source of studying, but not practical. In order to get the best profit from Virtual World 

physical equipment also should be developed, now we have only controllers – a connection 

between reality and the virtual world.  

 

During the project, different eye tracking systems were used: Pupil Headset and HTC Vive 

Pro Eye. Devices work on the same eye-tracking principle but might have different 

applications. For example, Pupil Headset functionalize in reality, and in most cases, it is used 

for collecting data about human behaviour, whereas HTC Vive Pro implements eye-tracking 

as a technical feature which increases the functionality of the VR but also can use it for the 

same purpose.  

 

Developed VR can be useful for newcomers, but ideally to have an application which can 

simulate hazardous situations, but to develop such a system it is necessary to have deep 

knowledge and big experience in machining practice, and probably work for a whole team 

of developers. But such a platform will be useful even for experienced operators and 

definitely will decrease accidents in industry and eye tracking will be in handy because it 

will be possible to monitor a person’s reaction, which in its turn will give further insight in 

understanding human’s behavior in critical situations.  

 

This way it can be concluded, that developed VR application, for now, is already a good 

platform for training as it was planned and eye-tracking contributes to this: foveated 

rendering which increases the performance of the system and observed eye tacking from the 

mentor monitor allows to give the user instant feedback.  

  

However, VR is still relatively far from reality.  Unity calculated physics and math in such 

a way that the app can be so real in terms of it, although it feels not so in the VR world. Even 

though the VR headset makes the picture close to real, the feelings are still far from the 

reality but mostly it is because we are limited by technical means, for example, it is still not 

possible to feel the weight of the objects. 

  

The problem of measuring interpillar distance was not solved, it only presents in expensive 

headsets nowadays, using Tobii Pro Eye still there is a need to measure it manually. 

Automatic interpillar distance measuring requires the possibility of lens movement, and it is 
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not implemented in Tobii Pro Eye, but it is still a very important feature and should be 

measured automatically because it increases accuracy and, as a result, helps to avoid bad VR 

experience. 

  

During the project eye-tracking experiment with help of Pupil headset has been performed 

on real CNC machine operator during his work on Jotex Works Oy, the eye-tracking data 

were analysed with the help of IMotions software. The experiment was carried out with an 

experienced operator, which also was concluded from his behaviour during his work - he 

doesn’t need to look at CNC, on the contrary, he looks more on the working process, that 

could mean he controls CNC intuitively.  

 

With the help of IMotions software and Pupil Headset it becomes possible to underline some 

visual patterns of CNC machine operator while he was performing his work, this data can 

be used to transfer all patterns to newcomers or for optimizing the work of other staff. 

However, to make further conclusions it is necessary to have more samples – operators with 

different levels of performance and experience which requires separate large study, betеr 

within one enterprise – this way it can lead to work optimization of the staff. However, the 

purpose of the project was to demonstrate that eye-tracking technology can have so many 

different applications and can be so beneficial in Industry.  
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APPENDIX I, 1 

C# code implemented for cabin movement. 

using UnityEngine; 
using VRTK.Controllables; 
using VRTK.Controllables.PhysicsBased; 
using System.Collections; 
using UnityEngine.UI; 
 
 
public class Moveliftcabin : MonoBehaviour 
{ 
    public AudioSource tickSource; 
    public AudioClip clip; 
    public float volume = 1f; 
    public Transform target; 
    public Transform button; 
    public float speed = 0.0f; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey1; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey2; 
    public Vector3 forwardPos; 
    public Vector3 rearPos; 
    public Text myText; 
    float text = 16; 
    float text1 = 16; 
    private PhotonView PV; 
 
    Use this for initialization 
 
   void Start() 
    { 
 
       PV = GetComponent<PhotonView>(); 
 
       PV = PhotonView.Get(this); 
    } 
 
    void Update() { 
        tickSource = GetComponent<AudioSource>(); 
 
        if (MyKey1.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
        { 
            PV.RPC("RPC_TransformFromKey41", PhotonTargets.All); 
 
        } 
        if (MyKey2.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
        { 
            PV.RPC("RPC_TransformFromKey42", PhotonTargets.All); 
        } 
        LogMyPosition(); 
    } 
 
 
    public void LogMyPosition() 
    { 
        PV.RPC("RPC_display4", PhotonTargets.All); 
        text = target.transform.localPosition.z; 
        text1 = (text - 3) * 1000; 
        myText.text = "X:" + text1; 
    } 
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 [PunRPC] 
public void RPC_TransformFromKey41() 
{ 
    target.transform.localPosition = 
Vector3.MoveTowards(target.transform.localPosition, forwardPos, speed * 
Time.deltaTime); 
    tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
 
} 
 
[PunRPC] 
public void RPC_TransformFromKey42() 
{ 
    target.transform.localPosition = 
Vector3.MoveTowards(target.transform.localPosition, rearPos, speed * 
Time.deltaTime); 
    tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
} 
 
[PunRPC] 
public void RPC_display4() 
{ 
    text = target.transform.localPosition.z; 
    text1 = (text - 3) * 1000; 
    myText.text = "X:" + text1; 
} 
 
 

  



 

 

APPENDIX II, 1 

C# code for rototraveling table rotation.  

using UnityEngine; 
using VRTK.Controllables; 
using VRTK.Controllables.PhysicsBased; 
using System.Collections; 
 
public class Rotatecar : MonoBehaviour 
{ 
    public AudioSource tickSource; 
    public AudioClip clip; 
    public float volume = 1f; 
    public Transform target; 
    public Transform button; 
    public float speed = 0.0f; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey1; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey2; 
    public Vector3 anglesToRotate; 
    public Vector3 anglesToRotate4; 
    public Material altColor; 
    public Material altColor2; 
    public Material altColor3; 
    public Renderer colourobject; 
    public Renderer colourobject2; 
 
 
    void Update() 
    { 
        tickSource = GetComponent<AudioSource>(); 
 
        if (MyKey1.GetNormalizedValue() == 1 ) 
        { 
            
 
            this.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(1f, 0f, 0f), anglesToRotate.x * 
Time.deltaTime, Space.Self); 
            this.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(0f, 1f, 0f), anglesToRotate.y * 
Time.deltaTime, Space.Self); 
            this.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(0f, 0f, 1f), anglesToRotate.z * 
Time.deltaTime, Space.Self); 
 
        } 
 
        { 
            tickSource = GetComponent<AudioSource>(); 
 
            if (MyKey2.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
            { 
                this.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(1f, 0f, 0f), anglesToRotate4.x * 
Time.deltaTime, Space.Self); 
                this.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(0f, 1f, 0f), anglesToRotate4.y * 
Time.deltaTime, Space.Self); 
                this.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(0f, 0f, 1f), anglesToRotate4.z * 
Time.deltaTime, Space.Self); 
            } 
 
 
            if (MyKey1.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
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                { 
                colourobject.material = altColor; 
                colourobject2.material = altColor2; 
                tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
            } 
            else if (MyKey2.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
            { 
 
                colourobject.material = altColor; 
                colourobject2.material = altColor2; 
                tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
            } 
 
          else 
                { 
                colourobject2.material = altColor3; 
                colourobject.material = altColor2; 
            } 
 
 
 
        } 
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C# code for headstock vertical travel.  

 
using UnityEngine; 
using VRTK.Controllables; 
using VRTK.Controllables.PhysicsBased; 
using System.Collections; 
using UnityEngine.UI; 
 
 
public class headstock_vertical_travel: MonoBehaviour 
{ 
    public AudioSource tickSource; 
    public AudioClip clip; 
    public float volume = 1f; 
    public Transform target; 
    public Transform button; 
    public float speed = 0.0f; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey1; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey2; 
    public Vector3 forwardPos; 
    public Vector3 rearPos; 
    public Text myText; 
    float forwardY = 6.08f; 
    float rearY = 9.45f; 
    float rearZ = 16; 
    float text = 16; 
 
    void Update() 
    { 
        tickSource = GetComponent<AudioSource>(); 
 
        if (MyKey1.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
        { 
            forwardPos = new Vector3(target.transform.localPosition.x, forwardY, 
target.transform.localPosition.z); 
            target.transform.localPosition = 
Vector3.MoveTowards(target.transform.localPosition, forwardPos, speed * 
Time.deltaTime); 
            tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
        } 
        if (MyKey2.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
        { 
            rearPos = new Vector3(target.transform.localPosition.x, rearY, 
target.transform.localPosition.z); 
            target.transform.localPosition = 
Vector3.MoveTowards(target.transform.localPosition, rearPos, speed * 
Time.deltaTime); 
            tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
        } 
        LogMyPosition(); 
    } 
 
    public void LogMyPosition() 
    { 
        text = target.transform.localPosition.y; 
        text = (text - 6.08f) * 1000; 
        myText.text = "Y:" + text; 
    }  
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C# code for axial travel of spindle ram.  

using UnityEngine; 
using VRTK.Controllables; 
using VRTK.Controllables.PhysicsBased; 
using System.Collections; 
using UnityEngine.UI; 
public class axial_travel_of_spindle_ram: MonoBehaviour 
{ 
    public AudioSource tickSource; 
    public AudioClip clip; 
    public float volume = 1f; 
    public Transform target; 
    public Transform button; 
    public float speed = 0.0f; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey1; 
    public VRTK_PhysicsPusher MyKey2; 
    public Vector3 forwardPos; 
    public Vector3 rearPos; 
    public Text myText; 
    float forwardZ = 13.6f; 
    float rearZ = 16; 
    float text = 16; 
 
    void Update() 
    { 
        tickSource = GetComponent<AudioSource>(); 
 
        if (MyKey1.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
        { 
            forwardPos = new Vector3(target.transform.localPosition.x, 
target.transform.localPosition.y, forwardZ); 
            target.transform.localPosition = 
Vector3.MoveTowards(target.transform.localPosition, forwardPos, speed * 
Time.deltaTime); 
            tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
        } 
        if (MyKey2.GetNormalizedValue() == 1) 
        { 
            rearPos = new Vector3(target.transform.localPosition.x, 
target.transform.localPosition.y, rearZ); 
            target.transform.localPosition = 
Vector3.MoveTowards(target.transform.localPosition, rearPos, speed * 
Time.deltaTime); 
            tickSource.PlayOneShot(tickSource.clip, volume); 
        } 
        LogMyPosition(); 
    } 
 
 
    public void LogMyPosition() 
    { 
        text = target.transform.localPosition.z; 
        text = (text - 13.6f)*1000; 
        myText.text = "Z:" + text; 
    } 
 
} 
 


